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Abstract— In this paper, we address an end-to-end congestion
control algorithm for the available-bit-rate (ABR) traffic in
high speed asynchronous-transfer-mode (ATM) networks. A
fuzzy immune PID controller is designed to overcome the
adverse effect on ATM network caused by uncertainties such
as the number of users, the available-bit-rate bandwidth, and
the transmission propagation delays. Further, an algorithm is
proposed that can guarantee the minimum cell rate in order to
ensure the fair and full utilization of the bandwidth. Simulation
investigation has been carried out and the results show the
proposed control system is robust and performs effectively in
adaptive mode. Thus the quality-of-service (QoS) is guaranteed
too.

I. INTRODUCTION

Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) technology has been
retained as the transport technology to be used in Broadband
Integrated Service Digital Networks (B-ISDNs). The ATM
Forum has defined five service classes to support multimedia
traffic: the constant bit-rate (CBR) class, the real-time and
non-real-time variable bit rate (VBR) class, the unspecified
bit-rate (UBR) class and the available bit-rate (ABR) class,
which is a best effort class. ABR is the only class that
responds to network congestion by means of a feedback
control mechanism in order to improve network utilization by
minimizing data loss and retransmissions [1]. So it is more
suitable to solve the congestion in network. In ATM network,
the priority of ABR is lower than VBR or CBR, so ABR gets
the leftover capacity after VBR or CBR are transmitted. It
may cause the bandwidth of ABR changing frequently. The
aim to control the ABR source rates is to avoid overflow
of the buffer caused by the variant bandwidth and to fully
utilize the bandwidth.

ATM forum adopted rate-based feedback control method
as standard. This scheme uses resource management (RM)
cells to convey the feedback control information. There
are two different schemes for rate-based feedback control
method:

1) Binary feedback scheme.
2) Explicit rate (ER) scheme.
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In [2] and [3], the former was applied because of its
simplicity. However, they suffer serious problems of stability,
exhibit oscillatory dynamics, and require large amount of
buffer in order to avoid cell loss. As a consequence, explicit
rate algorithms have been largely considered and investi-
gated. In [4], an analytic method for the design of closed-
loop congestion controllers is developed, and the issues of
stability and fairness are addressed. The authors propose a
PD controller based on a robust, as well as adaptive, design
approach. However, the dynamic version of the method could
be costly to implement given the fact that a number of
parameters need to be updated frequently. In [5], the authors
design a dual PD controller, where the control parameters
can be designed to ensure the stability of the control loop in
a control-theoretic sense, over a wide range of traffic patterns
and propagation delays. The method has been shown to
exhibit good performance and most importantly, has a solid
theoretical foundation. However, it is complicated to get the
control parameters, too. In [6], [7] and [8], a control scheme
based on a smith predictor with a proportional controller
inside is presented. It can not only lower the average queue
level but improve disturbance rejection. However, the scheme
requires knowledge of the round-trip delays between the
source and the switches on the connection path. So if the
propagation delays change, the system may be unstable.
Because the traditional control theories are model-based,
the problem remains how to design an efficient congestion
controller which can deal with poorly understood ABR and
VBR traffic models, large propagation delay, and many other
uncertainties existing in ATM networks. Recently, neural
network [9] and fuzzy-logic [10] have emerged as viable
techniques for dealing with complicated characteristics and
environmental changes that cannot be described by an exact
mathematical process. In [10], the authors design a predictive
self-tuning fuzzy-logic controller. It is efficient, stable, and
outperforms other proposed ABR rate controllers in a variety
of network environments.

So, in this paper, based on explicit rate scheme, we present
a fuzzy immune-PID controller which can adjust ABR source
rate in time and an algorithm that guarantees minimum
cell rate (MCR). Compared with the controller in [4] and
[5], ours can tune the parameters on-line and ensure the
Quality of Service (QoS). Besides, the saturation feature of
output queue length, sending rate of the course and variation
of propagation delay are also considered. The simulations
show that the algorithm we designed is robust, effective and
adaptive in variant network environments.

This paper is structured as follows: Section 2 describes
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the ATM network model; Section 3 describes the proposed
control law in detail; Section 4 reports simulation results;
Finally, last section draws the conclusions.

II. THE NETWORK MODEL

A single bottleneck link ATM switching network can
be depicted by Fig. 1. Such a network can be considered
as a graph consisting of source (S), destination (D) and
switch node (SN). The network traffic is contributed by
source/destination pairs (S, D). Each (S, D) connection is
associated with a virtual circuit (VC) which is set up before
communication starting. Each switch node has a processing
capacity of cpr = 1/τpr (cells/ms), where τpr is the time
between the moment a cell is received by the switch node
and the moment it is placed in the queue of its outgoing
link. Each link is characterized by the transmission capacity
of cs = 1/τs (cells/ms),where τs is the transmission time of a
cell. Generally speaking, c pr > cs, so congestion is caused by
transmission capacity not by processor of the switch node.

Fig. 1. Single bottleneck link ATM network model

In [6], [7], [11] and [12], the authors implement Per-VC
FIFO queuing for the switch by which the congestion control
algorithms can be effectively and easily run and assure
the fairness of bandwidth sharing (at a short time scale).
However, this kind of switch is not scalable and may costly
to be implemented. Therefore, we implement a commonly
used FIFO queue switch whose buffer is shared by all
VC’s. Associated with each buffer is an ER computation
engine that determines the rate for each ABR VC switched
through this buffer. The source generates RM cells, at a rate
proportional to its current data cell rate. The destination
terminal will turn around and route the RM cells back
to the source. The RM cells contain some special fields
including ER field. ER denotes the rate the switch can
support. Each node encountered by the RM cell along the
VC path, stamps the computed value for the input rate on
the RM cell only if this value results to be less than the rate
already stored. The node that has the smallest ER value is
called bottleneck node. Moreover we assume that there is
only one bottleneck node for each VC. The RM cells will
return source from bottleneck node after a delay Tb, where
Tb denotes the forward propagation delay. On receiving the
RM cell, the source sets the input rate to this value, which is
bounded by minimum cell rate and peak cell rate (PCR). The
effect of the new rate becomes apparent at the switch under
consideration after another delay T f , where Tf denotes the
backward propagation delay. The sum of propagation delay

in the forward and the backward path represents the round-
trip propagation delay, denoted by Trtti = Tb +Tf . We assume
that the propagation delay is dominant compared to other
delays (processing, queuing, etc.). Let x j(t) be the queue
level associated with the j-th link of the bottleneck switch
node. So the flow conservation equations, starting at t = 0
with x(0) = 0 may be written as:

x j(t) = Satxc

{∫ t

0

N

∑
i=1

ui j(τ −Trtti)dτ −
∫ t

0
d j(τ)dτ

}
(1)

where Satxc(z) =

⎧⎨
⎩

0 i f z < 0
xc i f z > xc

z otherwise
, N denotes the number

of VC’s sharing the j-th link of the switch node consideration,
ui j(t) denotes the input rate of the i-th VC, Trtti denotes the
round-trip propagation delay of the i-th VC, d j(t) denotes
the bandwidth of the j-th link.

III. THE CONTROL LAW

Let Tmax be the maximum round-trip propagation delay
among all the VC’s, because the round-trip propagation delay
is the main factor affecting the performance of network, we
design the controller under the worst environment where
Trtti = Tmax(i = 1,2, · · · ,N). Than (1) can be rewritten as:

x j(t) = Satxc

{∫ t

0

N

∑
i=1

ui j(τ −Tmax)dτ −
∫ t

0
d j(τ)dτ

}
(2)

Fig. 2 is the block diagram of the ABR flow control. Since
it can be difficult to measure the available ABR bandwidth,
d j(t) is here modeled as a disturb. In the following part,
we will respectively discuss the design of immune-PID
controller and the fuzzy law as well as the algorithm of
guaranteeing MCR in detail.

Fig. 2. Block diagram of ABR flow control

A. Design of Immune-PID Controller

Classical linear PID controller has the advantage of simple
algorithm, easy implementation. However its parameters can
be tuned based on accurate model only, it is hard to ensure
the robustness and the effectiveness while the model is
uncertain. The discrete equation is given by

R(k) = kpe(k)+ kiT
k

∑
j=0

e( j)+ kd

[
e(k)− e(k−1)

T

]
(3)

The immune system, whose function is to identify and to
eliminate foreign material, is capable of teaming, memoriz-
ing and recognizing patterns. The immune system has many
interesting features such as learning, adapting, evolving, and
self-organizing abilities etc.
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There are various cells that are involved in the immune
system. The most important cells of the immune system are
lymphocytes. There are mainly two classes of lymphocytes,
namely T cells and B cells. Antibody (Ab) molecules are
synthesized and secreted by B cells, and that process is
regulated by T cells. T cells can either help or suppress
B cells’ response to a stimulus. The principle cells that are
involved in the interaction are antibody, antigen (Ag), B cells
(B), help T cells (TH) and suppressor T cells (TS). Ag is
taken in by B cells and appears on the surface of B cells.
It exhibits the antigen presentation. The antigen presentation
is recognized by the TH and secretes the interleukin (IL+)
that activated the immune response. The IL+ becomes the
second signal of B cells. B cells divide into plasma cells,
then synthesize Ab and finally secrete Ab. If Ag is excluded
by Ab, the immune response is finished. That is to say, if
Ab is increased, the TS are stimulated to secrete interleukin
(IL−)that suppress the immune response. If the generation
of Ab stops, the immune response is finished [13].

Based on the feedback regulating mechanism of T cells,
we consider the following simple immune feedback law.
Defining the amount of the antigens at the k-th generation
as ε(k), the output from the TH stimulated by the antigens
as TH(k), the effect of the TS on the B cells as TS(k) , the
total stimulation received by the B cells is

S(k) = TH(k)−TS(k) (4)

where TH = k1ε(k), TS(k) = k2 f [ΔS(k)]ε(k). Here, k1 is a
stimulation factor, k2 is a suppression factor and f (·) is a
nonlinear function for considering the effect of the reaction
of B cells and the antigens. If we treat the amount of the
antigens, ε(k) as control error between the set point and the
output of a control system, and the total stimulation received
by the B cells, S(k), as a control input, then we have the
feedback control law:

R(k) = K[1−η f (R(k),ΔR(k))]e(k) (5)

where K = k1 is used to control the response speed, and
the parameter η = k2/k1 is used to control the stabilization
effect. In fact, the controller (5) based on the immune
feedback mechanism is a nonlinear P controller. We now can
derive the output of the immune-PID controller as follow:

R(k) = K[1−η f (R(k),ΔR(k))]e(k)

+kiT
k

∑
j=0

e( j)+ kd

[
e(k)− e(k−1)

T

]
(6)

In order to avoid the complicated computations and save
the memorizer of the switch, we use the PID equation below:

R(k) = R(k−1)+ k′p[e(k)− e(k−1)]+ kiTe(k)

+kd

[
e(k)−2e(k−1)+ e(k−2)

T

]
(7)

where k′p = K[1−η f (R(k),ΔR(k))].

B. Design of Fuzzy Self-Tuning Law

When we design the immune-PID control law, we propose
to employ a fuzzy controller to implement the nonlinear
function f (·), because fuzzy controller is an effective method
to construct a nonlinear functional approximator.

Fuzzy controller are the applications of fuzzy set and fuzzy
inference in control theory, here our operation is typically
divided into the following three phases.

1) Fuzzification: It is a procedure to define fuzzy sets
for R(k), ΔR(k) and f (·). Here for R(k) and ΔR(k), we
define two fuzzy sets respectively, they are ”Positive” (P)
and ”Negative” (N); Three fuzzy sets are defined for f (·).
They are ”Positive” (P), ”Zero” (Z) and ”Negative” (N). The
membership function is defined over (−∞,+∞). We choose Z
model function, S model function and Triple model function
to describe the fuzzy set of input and output variables.

2) Inference: We apply the four fuzzy rules below:
a. If R is P and ΔR is P then f (R,ΔR) is N.
b. If R is P and ΔR is N then f (R,ΔR) is Z.
c. If R is N and ΔR is P then f (R,ΔR) is Z.
d. If R is N and ΔR is N then f (R,ΔR) is P.
For these rules, we use Zadeh fuzzy-logic AND operator.
3) Defuzzifization: We apply center of gravity method

to calculate the output of fuzzy controller. In (7),
f (R(k),ΔR(k))≤ 1 can ensure the negative feedback control.
And if η = 0 or f (R(k),ΔR(k)) = 0, the fuzzy immune-PID
controller is the same as the linear PID controller. The fuzzy
immune-PID controller designed above can equally distribute
the bandwidth to each ABR user who has the rate R j.

C. MCR Guarantees and Fairness

According to the fairness definition, no set of ABR con-
nections should be arbitrarily discriminated against and no
set of connections should be arbitrarily favored. In the pre-
vious sections, we have explicitly assumed that all the active
ABR connections have zero MCR, so the same feedback rate
is sent to all active VC’s. However, if ABR connections have
different nonzero MCR requirements, we have to consider
other fairness criteria, one of which is called ”MCR plus
equal share,” defined as follows for VC i:

ERi j(k) = MCRi + R j(k) (8)

When MCRi = 0 (i = 1,2, · · · ,N), then ERi j(k) = R j(k);
when MCRi > 0, (8) can guarantee all MCR’s. So the
common rate in steady state will converge to:

Rs = Cabr −
N
∑

i=1
MCRi

N

(9)

where Cabr is the ABR bandwidth of the link consideration.
That is to say, after meeting the requirements of the VC’s
with MCR>0, the remaining ABR capacity is shared equally
among all the VBR users.
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IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION VIA
SIMULATIONS

In this section, we study the transient performance of the
fuzzy immune-PID controller under a variety of networking
conditions and loads. We choose the similar simulation
scenarios proposed by Kolaro [5]. It has two switches with
1680 cell buffers each, two groups of ABR sources with each
group consisting of five persistent sources and one group of
VBR source consisting of four VBR sources (Fig. 3). The
sampling interval is chosen as T=1 ms, this is a reasonable
compromise between the computational cost and consequent
impact on performance. The buffer set point x 0=50 cells. All
links have a capacity of 365 cells/ms (155 Mb/s). Obviously
the link between the two switches is the bottleneck link.

... ...

......

......

A  Receiv in g
 Termin als

 B Gro u p
      5 A BR So u rces

A  Gro u p
   5 A BR So u rces

C Gro u p   4 VBR So u rces C Receiv in g  Termin als

B Receiv in g
 Termin als

100 o r 1000km

Switch 1 Switch 2

Bo ttlen eck Lin k

Fig. 3. Single bottleneck link simulation model

A. Simulation in LAN

The distance from the sources A and B to the switch1
is 100 km and the round-trip propagation is 1 ms, while
the distance from the receiving terminals to the switch1 is
1 km (neglected here). The source parameters are chosen as
follows: PCR=365 cells/ms, ICR=MCR=4 cells/ms. Sources
in group A start transmission at time t = 1 ms, while sources
in group B start at time t = 300 ms.

Fig. 4 shows the rate for each source, when the sources
in group A start transmission, the rates converge to stable
value 73 cells/ms (365/5). When group B sources start trans-
mission, all source rates stabilize around a new equilibrium
of 36.5 cells/ms (365/10). From Fig. 5, the queue length
converges to 50 cells which is the buffer set point after 105
ms and there is no overshoot. When group B sources start
at time t =300 ms, the queue is stable after 70 ms with very
small overshoot (1.4 cells). So it is easy to get the conclusion
that the controller can respond to the changes of the network
load on time and make the rate of sources and queue stabilize
rapidly.

B. Simulation in WAN

Here, we set the distance from the sources A and B to
the switch1 to be 1000 km and the round-trip propagation to
be 10 ms correspondingly. Other conditions are same as in
simulation A.

As is shown in Fig. 6, the settling time for the source-
rate transient response shows only a slight degradation with
respect to the performance in a LAN (50 ms longer). From
Fig. 7, there are no cell losses during the transient periods.
The queue length settles around the buffer set point (50 cells).
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Fig. 4. ABR source rate in LAN (Trtt =1ms)
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Fig. 5. Queue level of the buffer in LAN (Trtt=1ms)

Note that, although the time delay is ten times longer, not
only the rates of all ABR sources but also the queue length
converge to stable value quickly. So the controller can better
overcome the adverse effect caused by long time delay on
control.
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Fig. 6. ABR source rate in WAN (Trtt =10ms)

C. Simulation with VBR Existing in WAN

Next, we study the performance controller in a WAN
environment when the available rate for ABR service contin-
uously changes with time. We add four video MPEG sources
at switch1 with a peak rate of 35 cells/ms and average rate of
21 cells/ms. The MPEG sources have service priority over
ABR sources and start transmission at time t =1 ms. The
ABR sources are persistent (with infinite backlog).
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Fig. 7. Queue level of the buffer in WAN (Trtt =10ms)

From Fig. 8 the aggregate rate of four MPEG sources is
about 73 cells/ms. After t =1 ms and t =300 ms, the rate
of ABR sources stabilize around 58 cells/ms and 29 cells/ms
respectively, with little oscillations. There is no cell loss. This
simulation indicates that the controller can reduce sensitivity
to various ABR bandwidth. It has good robustness.
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Fig. 8. ABR source rate with VBR existing (Trtt =10ms)

D. Simulation with Different MCR in WAN

The three simulations above have been done with the
same MCR of all the ABR sources. Now we show that the
scheme proposed achieves fairness and supports minimum
rate guarantees (MCR>0). The ER can be computed by
(8): ERi j(k) = MCRi + R j(k). The following MCR values
are assigned to ten ABR sources.

1) Sources A(1), A(2), and A(3) (group S1) have MCR
=49 cells/ms;

2) Sources A(4), A(5), and B(1) (group S2) have MCR
=38 cells/ms;

3) Sources B(2), B(3), B(4) and B(5) (group S3) have
MCR=26 cells/ms.

Sources in group A start transmission at time t = 1 ms.
From Fig. 9, we observe that the remaining bandwidth

after the MCR guarantees are satisfied, namely 365-105-
48=212 cells/ms, is equally shared amongst the five sources
of group A. In other words, sources in group S1 get
35+212/10=56 cells/ms each, whereas sources in group S2
[A(4) and A(5)] get 24+212/10=45 cells/ms. When sources
from group B become active at time t =300 ms, the sum of all

MCR’s becomes 225 cells/ms and the remaining bandwidth
365-225=140 cells/ms is equally shared amongst the ten
sources, so that each source gets an additional bandwidth
of 14 cells/ms on the top of its MCR. Indeed, from Fig. 9
we observe that:

1) Sources in group S1 get 49 cells/ms each;
2) Sources in group S2 get 38 cells/ms each;
3) Sources in group S3 get 26 cells/ms each.
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Fig. 9. ABR source rate with different MCR (Trtt=10ms)

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have presented a control-theoretic ap-
proach to design a closed-loop rate-based flow controller in
ATM networks. The fuzzy immune-PID controller proposed
can be easily implemented in practice and overcome the ad-
verse effect caused by the time delay and the uncertainties of
network. Thus the source rates can respond to the changes of
network rapidly and avoid the congestion effectively. Further,
the algorithm can guarantee the MCR and achieve fairness
and lead no cell loss and link full utilization. Simulation
results show that in various environments (in LAN, in WAN
or with VBR existing), the scheme has good adaptability and
robustness which are applicable to actual work.
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